
A New School Year – Terrell County ISD 

 
A new school year is about to begin and excitement is in the air.  The teachers have started working in their rooms 
and have been involved in Professional Development over the last several days.  The School Board is working on 
finalizing a 2016-2017 budget, with a focus on ensuring that our students’ academic development and growth is 
always our priority.  The 2016-2017 school year is going to be a successful year.  Having all our students in one 
building will help strengthen our team approach and our family atmosphere.  Together, as one school, we will have 
one vision, one team and one strong community.  Below you will find information about some procedures and 
changes because of the consolidation of the two school buildings into one school building.   
 
Drop-off and Pick-up Procedures 
High School and Junior High drop-off and pick-up procedures will remain the same.  The major change is for 
elementary.  The elementary students will be dropped-off each morning in front of our old gym, on Hackberry 
Street.  Parents should drop-off along the curb, with vehicles traveling East, heading towards 2

nd
 Street.  When 

dropping-off students, the students should exit on the passenger side of the vehicle, along the sidewalk.  Parents 
will not be allowed to park across the street at the courthouse and have students walk across the street.  When 
the students are dropped-off, they will be walked towards the cafeteria where they will have their morning 
breakfast.  Following the morning breakfast, the teachers will walk the students across the street to the 
elementary classrooms.  By the time students finish their breakfast and go through their morning announcements, 
all Junior High and High School drop-off will be completed, ensuring that the walk across the street is safe.   
 
At the end of the day, High School and Junior High pick-up procedures will remain the same.  The elementary 
students will be walked over to the old gym about 5 minutes before the bell rings at the end of the day.  The 
elementary students will be picked-up in the front of the old gym, following the same procedure as the morning 
drop-off.  The vehicles should be parked on the curb, facing East towards 2

nd
 Street.  The students will get directly 

into the passenger side of the vehicle from the sidewalk.  Parents can then pull forward and move towards the 
Junior High if they have a Junior High student to pick-up.   
 
In case of inclement weather, the elementary students will remain in their classrooms and be dismissed from the 
front entrance of the Junior High building, after all Junior High students are dismissed.  If the district decides that 
the elementary students need to be pick-up in front of the Junior High building, a Remind message will be sent out 
through the district’s Remind account, it will be posted on Facebook and it will be posted on the district’s website. 
 
Other changes 
The restrooms in the Junior High building have been modified to accommodate our elementary students.  All 
Junior and High school students will use the restrooms in the High School wing.   
 
A partition will be placed between Mrs. Lowrance’s room and Mrs. Carrasco’s room to help remind our students 
what direction they need to travel in order to get to the front office and the restrooms. 
 
Door alarms will be placed on two exits, ensuring that elementary students do not accidently exit the building. 
The students will have their recess in our gyms, on the courthouse lawn or at the Bicentennial Park.  Once we get 
school going, we will begin determining what actions to take to get the playground moved and installed.  
  
I encourage all parents who have any questions about our procedures or about our school to contact me at 432-
345-2515 or via email at amagallan@terrell.esc18.net.  The 2016-2017 school year will be a successful year.  We 
have to work together to ensure that we provide our students with the best education possible.  Working as a 
team strengthens who we are as a school and a community. 
 
Welcome to the 2016-2017 school year.  I look forward to seeing all our students on Monday, August 22, 2016.   
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